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Drought is a natural disaster that may become more common in the future under 
climate change. It involves changes to temperature, precipitation, land cover or all three 
variables. A high-resolution integrated hydrologic model of the High Plains explores the 
individual importance of each of these factors and the feedbacks between them. The 
model was constructed using ParFlow-CLM, which represents surface and subsurface 
processes in detail with physically based equations. Numerical experiments were run to 
perturb vegetation, precipitation and temperature separately, as well as a baseline 
scenario with no changes and two multi-factor scenarios. Less precipitation caused 
larger anomalies in evapotranspiration, soil moisture, stream flow and water table levels 
than did increased temperature or disturbed land cover. However, many mechanisms 
including lateral flow, antecedent soil moisture and scaling affected the details of model 
response, thus making the behavior of multi-factor runs complex. 	
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Improved understanding of drought is important to sustainable management of 
water resources and agricultural production worldwide. Agriculture depends on rainfall, 
especially in arid and semiarid regions, so large droughts can devastate global 
agriculture. As climate continues to change, droughts may happen more often and be 
worse than they are now (IPCC 2014; Diffenbaugh et al 2017).  
Within the United States, the High Plains is a key agricultural region that is also 
drought-prone. Historical records of weather on the High Plains show that the Dustbowl 
drought of the 1930s involved a decade of hot and dry years (Hong and Kalnay 2000, 
Schubert et al 2004) and occurred over areas of dry-land wheat farming, which was less 
resilient than prairie grass (Schubert et al 2004). The 2012 drought dried soils and 
lowered crop yields across most of the area (Otkin et al, 2012). Forecasts for the High 
Plains predict similar or worse drought in the future (Cook et al, 2015), and Glotter and 
Elliot (2016) showed that crop yields would drop under these scenarios.  
As this history suggests, temperature, precipitation and land cover changes are 
relevant to drought but their individual contributions are not always understood. Each 
factor has straightforward general effects on the hydrologic system. A lack of 
precipitation reduces runoff and soil water content, because less water than usual is 
added to the system. Higher temperature also dries soil and surface water as potential 
evapotranspiration increases and removes more water than usual. Fahad et al (2017) 
showed that high temperature alone can reduce crop yields. Changing land cover 
	 2 
affects transpiration because each land cover type has characteristic resistance to 
transpiration; the details depend on the specific types (Mahmood et al, 2014). 
Many studies focus on drought and its driving factors in the High Plains, but they 
are not always suitable for studying individual factors. Otkin et al (2012) examined US 
Department of Agriculture metrics and Noah, Mosaic and Variable Infiltration Capacity 
(VIC) models to show that hot and dry conditions in the 2012 drought dried soils within a 
few months. Gosling et al (2017) used an ensemble of local and global hydrologic 
models and a variety of climate change scenarios to conclude there was no definite 
prediction for runoff in the upper Mississippi basin. Crosbie et al (2012) also found no 
definite prediction for recharge in the High Plains under scenarios from 16 global climate 
models. Chien et al (2012) predicted with a Soil Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) model 
that streamflow in Illinois watersheds will decrease under climate change. Naz et al 
(2016) modeled hydrologic response to climate change across the entire continental US 
with a VIC model. They found large regional differences in runoff, SWE, and rain-to-
snow ratio across the country under various Climate Model Intercomparison Project 5 
model projections. Meixner et al (2015) reviewed studies across 8 representative 
aquifers in the United States to anticipate effects of climate change on recharge. 
Recharge increased slightly in the northern High Plains, and decreased in the south. 
Since all these studies are either reconstructing a natural event or anticipating a 
forecast, they involve many simultaneous changes in forcing variables. Although the 
broad theoretical importance of each variable is clear, multiple simultaneous changes in 
one study obscure the details of exact mechanisms or interactions between factors. 	
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In contrast, this study isolates and compares factors using numerical 
experiments instead of reconstructing real-world events. This is similar to a number of 
other existing studies, but employs a different model and a regional approach. Livneh 
and Hoerling (2016) argued that precipitation was more important than temperature 
based on results from historical reconstruction and sensitivity experiments using VIC 
and the Unified Land Model (ULM). Maxwell and Kollet (2008) ran a ParFlow-CLM 
model over the Little Washita basin in Oklahoma and found that a 2.5 degree C 
temperature increase reduced saturation and potential recharge. If precipitation 
decreased, effects were much more extreme than if temperature increased alone. 
Groundwater tables near the land surface allowed local regions of the model to maintain 
saturation and potential recharge regardless of the climate perturbations. Ohana-Levi 
(2015) used a KINEROS-2 model to find that urbanization increased both runoff 
volumes and peak discharges from a Mediterranean watershed. Frans et al (2013) used 
a VIC model to suggest that modern-day increased runoff in the Upper Mississippi basin 
was caused by increased precipitation, not by observed land cover change. The studies 
summarized here suggest that precipitation changes at typical scales outweigh the 
effects of typical temperature or land cover changes. However, if precipitation is stable, 
these secondary factors can be important; and in any case they may mitigate or 
exacerbate the effect of precipitation. 
The better understanding of drought gained from numerical experiments and 
physically based models will be valuable for meeting one of the major sustainability 
challenges of the 21st century, groundwater depletion on the High Plains. The first Euro-
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American farmers in the region were dry land farmers, relying on each year’s rainfall for 
that crop. This approach failed in the Dustbowl of the 1930s. Following that and with the 
gain of rural electrification and industrialization after World War 2, many landowners 
turned to groundwater as a stable and reliable supply (Scanlon et al 2012). 
Unfortunately, the High Plains aquifer is being depleted at much greater rates than it is 
recharged (McGuire 2017). Without this buffer, drought response in the future will 
require more precise understanding of drought effects and mechanisms. This project 
explores how drought affects the water and energy balance of the High Plains, running 
numerical experiments to study individual effects and interactions of three factors: 
temperature, precipitation and land cover. These experiments build on previous 
modeling studies by using integrated hydrologic modeling to reveal specific effects and 
interactions of the factors.  
The study has three main goals. The first is to determine which of the driving 
factors is most important and causes the most severe drought impacts. Next, to identify 
mechanisms that are important to these impacts, and finally, to use these details to 




This study is based on the historical Dustbowl drought of the 1930s, which 
appears to have been driven by temperature, precipitation and land cover changes. The 
study area covers the southern High Plains, where the Dustbowl impacts were most 
serious. Temperature was higher than normal and precipitation was below normal for 
almost an entire decade in the region as shown in Figure 2.1 on page 6 with a PRISM 
reconstruction; land cover changed drastically as crop failures left many acres barren. 
However, this study is not a reconstruction of the Dustbowl. Rather, it is an exploration 
of how temperature, precipitation and land cover affects the water and energy balance 
of the High Plains through numerical experiments where the factors are changed one at 
a time, or in select combinations.  
The numerical experiments were conducted with ParFlow-CLM, a combination of 
a hydrologic model and land surface modeling code. Parflow-CLM employs a more 
extensive and physically based representation of subsurface processes than many 
other hydrologic models. Inputs for the study were drawn from previous work of Maxwell 
and Condon (2016) modeling hydrology across the continental US (CONUS) except that 
the geologic layer was revised with local data. Numerical experiments changed 




Figure 2.1: Meteorological changes occurred during the 1930s based on PRISM. 
 
The model was compared to measurements within the domain as described in 
the Appendix. Large differences were found in streamflow and water table levels. 
However, these differences can be explained and do not significantly change the 
conclusions of the study. 
2.1 Model Selection 
As noted in the introduction, many modeling studies focus on drought. However, 
this study was an opportunity to detail important subsurface processes that are often not 
fully represented. The model was constructed using ParFlow, an integrated hydrologic 
modeling code, coupled to the Common Land Model (CLM), a land surface modeling 
code. ParFlow is an integrated hydrologic model with an explicit description of most 
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physical process of the water balance. It models saturated and unsaturated flow in three 
dimensions using Richards’ Equation, with flux defined by Darcy’s Law and relationships 
between pressure and relative saturation or permeability defined by the Van Genuchten 
functions. Overland flow is modeled with the kinematic wave equation, with velocity 
found by Manning’s equation.  Energy and water balances at the surface are 
represented with CLM (Dai et al, 2003; Maxwell and Miller 2005, Jefferson et al 2017). 
CLM was coupled to ParFlow by passing the land surface water flux to ParFlow as a 
forcing in the top layer, and substituting ParFlow’s computations for infiltration and 
streamflow routing within CLM (Maxwell and Miller 2005).  
ParFlow represents subsurface processes in more detail and at higher spatial 
resolution than two models from other High Plains studies, the Variable Infiltration 
Capacity (VIC) model (VIC 2016; Liang et al 1994) and the Soil Water Assessment Tool 
(SWAT) (Neisch et al 2011). ParFlow allows any number of subsurface layers with any 
specified conductivity, and has vertical and lateral flow driven by pressure gradients. 
Soil moisture and groundwater are not distinguished; both are represented through 
pressure in a cell and Richard’s Equation. VIC typically has three soil layers and does 
not simulate lateral flow between cells, although it includes a baseflow term for water 
leaving a cell to enter a stream. SWAT partitions groundwater into a “deep aquifer” 
which can have lateral flow to other subbasins and a “shallow aquifer” which contributes 
only to the stream. Soil moisture and groundwater are modeled separately.  
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2.2 Model Configuration  
The model domain covers the southern High Plains and Rocky Mountains, 
including portions of the Arkansas and Missouri river basins (Figure 2.2 on page 8) at a 
1-km resolution. The domain is 1200 by 1124 km and extends to a depth of 102 km, 
with 5 layers for a total of 6,744,000 computational cells. The lowest layer is 100 m thick 
and the other 4 layers are 1 m, 0.6 m, 0.3 m and 0.1m thick, listed from base to top. An 
overland-flow boundary condition, allowing free development of a stream network, was 
imposed at the top layer. A no-flow boundary condition was specified at the bottom and 
on all sides. This configuration allowed no flow of groundwater, but surface streams 
were routed out of the domain at the edge.  Due to computational expense, the runs in 
the present study were performed on the supercomputer Cori at the National Energy 
Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). One year of the model required over 
20,000 processor hours to calculate and completed in about a week of wall clock time. 
	
Figure 2.2: The domain (box) covers the southern High Plains and basins (shaded). 
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Prior to any numerical experiments, the model was initialized with a spinup 
process to approach equilibrium. These initial conditions were developed from the 
transient model described in (Maxwell and Condon 2016) and include 4 additional years 
of spinup prior to this project. The pressure file was subset to the High Plains domain 
and the geologic layer was updated as described in the Appendix. The model was run 
recursively for three years with water year 1984 North American Land Data Assimilation 
System (NLDAS-2) forcing until average subsurface storage change in one year was 
less than 1% of precipitation. Ajami et al (2014) showed that change in subsurface 
storage is one of the most rigorous spinup metrics for integrated hydrologic modelling. 
Holding this value below 1% of precipitation means that effects seen in numerical 
experiments can be interpreted as meaningful, i.e. something besides spinup “noise” if 
they exceed the threshold. 
The basic input data and initial conditions follow Maxwell and Condon (2016).  
Inputs include slopes, soil types, vegetation, attributes of soils and geologic units, and 
initial pressure conditions (see Figure 2.3 on page 10). The slopes in the x (east-west) 
and y (north-south) directions were derived from a digital elevation model and 
processed to ensure the entire domain was connected. Slopes control surface flow 
routing. Soil types were taken from the SSURGO database, and important soil attributes 
include porosity, permeability, specific storage and van Genuchten parameters, which 
control saturated and unsaturated flow. Initial subsurface pressure conditions were 
taken from the original CONUS run, to increase spinup efficiency. The vegetation 
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dataset was taken from the USGS land cover trends dataset (Soulard et al 2014). 
Important vegetative parameters include leaf and stem area index, roughness length 
and displacement heights, rooting distribution parameters, and reflectance and 
transmittance for leaves and stems (Maxwell and Condon 2016).  
  
 
Figure 2.3: Static inputs include a) geology, b) soils, c) topography and d) vegetation. 
 
While most inputs were drawn from Condon and Maxwell 2016, the geologic 
layer of that study contained features that were geologically less realistic at the scale of 
the High Plains. Thus, the geology of the base layer was updated for this project using 
local data. These updates produced a representation of storage in the model that was 
more consistent with the geologic data of the area, as detailed in Appendix A. 
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As in Maxwell and Condon 2016, meteorological NLDAS-2 data for Water Year 
1984 was used as forcing data for CLM. Eight atmospheric variables are required for 
each cell at an hourly time step: precipitation, temperature, pressure, humidity, short 
wave radiation, long wave radiation, north-south wind speed and east-west wind speed. 
2.3 Numerical Experiments  
Numerical experiments were conducted to assess the effect of different variables. 
The experiments are shown in Table 2.1 on page 11 and involve a baseline run, three 
one-factor experiments exploring the effect of each variable alone, a combined 
experiment with both temperature and precipitation changes, and a worst-case scenario 
with land cover changes. Two further runs were also conducted to explore the 
importance of lateral flow as a mechanism within the model. Definitions and specific 
implementation of each numerical experiment are shown in Table 2.2 on page 12, and 
maps of perturbations in Figure 2.4 on page 13. 
Table 2.1: Model runs were conducted for numerical experiments. 
Run Temperature Precipitation Vegetation Lateral Flow 
Baseline Normal Normal Normal On 
Baseline free 
draining 
Normal Normal Normal Off 
Hot Hotter Normal Normal On 
Dry Normal Drier Normal On 
Crops Normal  Normal Disturbed On 
Hot and Dry Hotter Drier Normal On 
Worst case Hotter  Drier Disturbed On 
Worst case free 
draining 




Table 2.2: Numerical experiments were implemented through changes to the model. 
Term Definition Implementation 
Hot Temperature above normal Forcing input variable Temp was changed 
in each cell on a monthly basis. 
Dry Precipitation below normal Forcing input variable APCP was changed 
in each cell on a monthly basis. 
Disturbed Land cover changed Static input vegetation type was set to 




Lateral flow forbidden ParFlow keys allowing lateral flow were 
turned off. 
 
Temperature and precipitation perturbations of the NLDAS forcing are based on 
PRISM reconstructions of the Dustbowl, and implemented at a monthly timescale for 
each cell of the domain. A spatial map of changes was prepared for each month of 
water year 1934, one of the worst drought years, relative to the baseline decade of 
1920-1929. Temperature was perturbed by adding an absolute temperature change to 
each cell of the hourly forcing for the relevant month. Precipitation was perturbed by 
multiplying each cell of the hourly forcing by a relative change for the appropriate month. 
Lastly, vegetation was disturbed by setting all crop or crop mosaic cells to bare soil. 
Figure 2.4 on page 13 shows plots of the resulting annual anomalies in temperature, 
precipitation and land cover. To construct a free-draining run, the water table was set at 
the base of the domain and all overland and subsurface flow processes were turned off. 
With these settings, ParFlow-CLM mimics a traditional land surface model as described 
in Maxwell and Condon (2016). 
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Figure 2.4: Land cover, temperature and precipitation had spatial anomalies.  
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CHAPTER 3 	
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Comparing outputs from the baseline model run with measurements showed 
specific differences in some of the variables. Nonetheless, high-level model findings can 
be effectively used to explore the questions raised in the introduction. Examining 
anomalies relative to the baseline in the single-factor runs showed that precipitation was 
more important than the other two variables. When the variables were combined in 
multi-factor runs, the effects sometimes differed from the total of individual effects 
modeled in the single-factor runs. All of these findings depended on mechanisms 
including lateral flow, antecedent moisture and scaling effects. 
3.1 Single Factor Runs 
 Table 3.1 on page 15 described average responses to single-factor runs across 
the domain. These results show that total ET increased in the run with land cover 
change and in the hot run, but decreased in the dry run. Transpiration dropped 
drastically in the run with land cover change and in the dry run, and increased slightly in 
the hot run. Water tables dropped slightly in all runs; the only change greater than 1 m 
was in the second year of the dry run. Soil water content remained relatively stable in all 
cases except the second year of the dry run.  Runoff dropped in all simulations. 
Disturbances to land cover produced strong but localized effects. Changing 
cropland and crop mosaics to bare soil stopped transpiration in the affected areas, but 
increased total ET. No extra water was available to the system, so the increase in ET 
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was balanced by a small decline in runoff and a small drop in soil moisture and water 
table levels over the two years. Figure 3.1 on page 16 shows that anomalies from the 
land cover run showed weak seasonal trends, with slightly increased ET in May-July. 
Setting plant-covered areas to bare soil stops all transpiration in those cells, but the 
missing transpiration was more than compensated by higher ground evaporation in the 
same seasons, causing the T/ET ratio to drop to 0.30 over the domain as a whole 
(Table 3.1 on page 15). Spatially, Figure 3.2 on page 18 shows that most effects were 
confined to the areas of vegetation change, with the exception of runoff, which 
decreased in downstream basins.  
 













Average	ET	(mm/yr)	 504	 559	 535	 529	 526	 419	 389	
Anomaly	(mm/yr)		 0	 55		 31	 25	 22		 -85	 -116	
Fraction	of	baseline	 1.00	 1.11	 1.06	 1.05	 1.04	 0.83	 0.77	
Average	T	(mm/yr)	 333	 167	 167	 345	 344	 295	 273	
Anomaly	(mm/yr)	 0	 -166	 -166	 12	 11	 -38	 -60	
Fraction	of	baseline	 1.00	 0.50	 0.50	 1.04	 1.03	 0.89	 0.82	
T/ET	 0.66	 0.30	 0.30	 0.65	 0.65	 0.70	 0.70	
Average	Water	
Table	Depth	(m)	
4.27	 4.44	 4.64	 4.35	 4.44	 4.74	 5.59	
Decline	(m)	 0.00	 0.17	 0.37	 0.08	 0.18	 0.47	 1.32	
Soil	Water	Content	
(mm)	
320	 308	 299	 316	 314	 297	 265	
Anomaly	(mm)	 0	 -11	 -21	 -3	 -6	 -23	 -54	
Fraction	of	baseline	 1.00	 0.96	 0.94	 0.99	 0.98	 0.93	 0.83	
Runoff	(mm/yr)	 200	 175	 168	 185	 182	 129	 86	
Anomaly	(mm/yr)	 0	 -25	 -32	 -15	 -18	 -71	 -114	
Fraction	of	baseline	 1.00	 0.88	 0.84	 0.93	 0.91	 0.65	 0.43	
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Increasing temperature produced small changes in several factors across the 
domain. Hotter temperatures increased actual ET. The increase was limited by available 
water as many cells remained close to their baseline ET regardless of the temperature 
increase. Table 3.1 on page 15 showed that runoff decreased by about 10% while soil 
moisture and water table levels remained almost the same as the baseline run.  Figure 
3.1 on page 16 shows that there was no strong seasonality to the effects. 
	
Figure 3.1: Anomalies in runoff, ET and soil water content showed some trends. 
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Lowering precipitation drastically reduced all components of the water budget. ET 
declined, but was supported at first by declines in soil water content and water table 
levels. Although the second year was just as dry, Table 3.1 on page 15 shows that ET 
and runoff decreased less than in the first year. Effects were most pronounced in spring 
and summer. Spatially, ET and soil moisture anomalies were largest where precipitation 
deficits were largest. The exception was along riparian corridors where streamflow and 
lateral convergence of groundwater maintained local soil moisture and supported ET 
(Figure 3.2 on page 18). 
Overall, Table 3.1 on page 15 and Figure 3.2 on page 18 show that decreasing 
precipitation caused more immediate and larger effects than raising temperature. 
Relative to precipitation, temperature produced minor changes, especially in runoff. 
Vegetation change from crops to bare soil had large and immediate impacts on the local 
areas, but an intermediate effect when averaged over the domain as a whole. This 
conclusion applies to the relative size of the changes studied; a 2 degree C increase in 
temperature versus a 40% drop in precipitation and disturbance to land cover over 
about 30% of the model area. Comparing these changes to each other is reasonable 
because the magnitudes are typical of those observed in major droughts of the past.  
The finding that precipitation is most important matters to future policy and 
management challenges on the High Plains. Climate model forecasts compiled by 
Niraula et al (2017) predict that temperature will increase in the region by 1 to 2 degrees 
C. The results here suggest that impacts of these higher temperatures may be small if 
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precipitation remains stable. The climate change predictions for precipitation suggest 
that it could either decline or increase (Niraula et al 2017). The results of the present 
study suggest the possibility of drier weather is more concerning than the likely 
increases in temperature.  
 
	
Figure 3.2: Anomalies due to precipitation are larger than vegetation or temperature. 
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While land cover is not mentioned in climate change forecasts, agriculture in the 
region could also change in the future because groundwater pumping supports much of 
the agriculture in the region, and aquifers may become depleted in the next few 
decades (McGuire 2017). If a transition away from groundwater dependence and 
current agricultural practices involves massive crop failures, the results here suggest 
that such changes would severely impact local and downstream watersheds. Thus, 
these findings reinforce the idea that good management of groundwater resources will 
be critical to local resilience to possible climatic changes.   
3.2 Causes of Complex Behavior 
While temperature, precipitation and land cover have clear individual effects, the 
details of the responses reveal important mechanisms within the model. A given forcing 
change in temperature or precipitation leads to a wide range of responses. Some of this 
range is caused by moisture-limited cells, and by transitions between energy and 
moisture limited states. Whatever the causal mechanism, the variability depends on 
scale with behavior becoming more predictable at large scales.  
A given forcing change in temperature or precipitation leads to a wide range of 
responses. All these anomalies were ultimately caused by the change to model forcing, 
because that change in forcing was the only difference between a given run and the 
baseline. However, Figure 3.3 on page 20 shows these anomalies do not follow a 
simple functional relationship, which suggests that the ET anomaly for any particular cell 
is influenced by many other variables. Since ET evaporation is controlled by soil and 
vegetative resistance, soil type and land cover would be possible controls. However, 
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Figure 3.3 on page 20 shows that soil type has at best a limited influence, and Figure 
3.4 on page 20 shows the same for vegetative cover.  
 
Figure 3.3: ET anomalies span a wide range regardless of soil type.  
 
Figure 3.4: ET anomalies span a wide range regardless of land cover. 
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Since soil and land cover type do not appear to be major controls, it makes sense 
to consider other variables such as antecedent soil moisture. Figure 3.5 on page 22 
shows that soil moisture controls some of the responses to temperature and 
precipitation anomalies. The dry run (upper panel) shows that cells with less than 
around 350 mm of soil water content appear to be moisture limited, so that decreasing 
precipitation caused decreasing ET. Some cells with higher soil water content appear to 
be energy limited; decreasing precipitation changed ET very little because the cells had 
enough water content to support continued evaporation. Behavior in the hot run (lower 
panel) also indicated a transition from moisture to energy limitations; the largest 
increases in ET for a given temperature change came from cells above 350 mm. Noting 
that these cells are almost saturated and referring to the maps in Figure 3.2 on page 18 
suggests these energy-limited cells are located along stream corridors. 
Although energy limited cells behave differently than water limited cells and this 
distinction is important, it affects few cells in this model because most are already arid. 
Histograms of soil water content in Figure 3.6 on page 23 show that most of the cells in 
the domain are water limited in the baseline run, and remain water limited in all other 
runs. In the dry run, some cells do transition from energy to water limited, which may 
have a small effect on total evaporation.  
Antecedent soil moisture and other mechanisms that affect evaporation add to 
the complexity of results. However, while the response of ET to precipitation or 
temperature change is varied for individual cells, it becomes more predictable at larger 
scales. The exact ET response for a single cell depends on interactions between 
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atmospheric conditions, vegetation related processes, and antecedent soil moisture, 
because the governing equations for ET are complex and nonlinear. However, Figure 
3.7 on page 24 shows how the anomalies become more predictable at larger scales, as 
these other factors act as random noise that cancels out within a basin. Across major 
continental basins like the Arkansas or Red River, or at the scale of the entire High 
Plains, the average outcomes are much simpler than at the scale of individual model 
pixels. 
	





Figure 3.6: The domain is arid; cells are water limited regardless of drought. 
 
Overall, these findings show that the hydrologic system over the High Plains may 
respond unpredictably even to a straightforward change in a single variable, especially 
at small scales. This complex behavior matters because management decisions are 
made at a variety of scales. For example, a single farm would be represented by a few 
pixels of the model. While the simulations run here do not produce actionable forecasts 
for any of the pixels, they do show that individual pixels will almost certainly display 
much larger or smaller responses than the average of their watershed. A county might 
be the size of a HUC-8 basin, and a state would include several HUC-6 basins. Overall 
impacts at a state level would differ from individual impacts to counties, which in turn 




Figure 3.7: The response of ET to forcing is more predictable at larger scales. 
 
3.3 Multi-Factor Runs 
The multi-factor runs build on the single-factor runs to study effects when 
variables are combined. The multi-factor runs included a two-factor run where the hot 
and dry forcing was combined, and a worst-case scenario with the land cover 
disturbance from the crop run as well as hot and dry conditions. These runs are more 
typical of real-world droughts where multiple factors change together. Since the 
preceding section established that model response is affected by many variables 
besides forcing, it is unsurprising that behavior becomes more complex when factors 
are combined. The anomalies may combine in a non-linear way where the impacts of 
multiple factors together differ from the total individual impacts. However, representing 
these processes correctly depends on lateral flow within the model.  
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Both multi-factor runs produced large effects on the water cycle. Table 3.2 on 
page 26 and Figure 3.10 on page 27 summarize the effects on annual values of soil 
moisture, water table levels, ET and runoff. These averages show the effects of the hot 
and dry run were comparable to the effects of the single-factor dry run across all 
variables. The effects of the worst-case run were more extreme, and both runs showed 
larger anomalies in the second year than in the first. When soil moisture is reduced, 
crops are more likely to fail. Decreased streamflow would impact uses for irrigation or 
municipalities. Since streamflow in the model exceeds measured streamflow, the 
importance of this decrease would depend on whether the result is interpreted as a 
percent decrease (less important) or an absolute volume change (much larger impacts). 
The impact to the water table was less than 1 m.  
The multiple factors combine predictably at the scale of the entire domain. 
Comparing maps in Figure 3.10 on page 27 with those in Figure 3.2 on page 18 show 
that the anomalies are larger than before, but follow spatial patterns resembling the dry 
run and, where land cover was disturbed, the crops run. The presence of larger 
anomalies in the multi-factor runs makes sense; stresses produces a larger effect when 
combined than alone. However, the effects could combine in a linear way such that the 
new effect is the sum of individual effects, or they could combine in a more complex 
manner with some interaction between the variables. Table 3.3 on page 26 compares 
the effects of the two factor (hot and dry) and the worst case run to the effects that 
would be expected if the system were linear. Soil moisture and ET are close to linear, 
but streamflow is 5 to 10% higher than the values anticipated in a linear system.   
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, Year 1 
WorstCase
, Year 2 
Average ET (mm/yr) 504 438 403 480 415 
Anomaly (mm/yr) 0 -66 -101 -24 -89 
Fraction of baseline 1.00 0.87 0.80 0.95 0.82 
Average T (mm/yr) 333 305 280 149 138 
Anomaly (mm/yr) 0 -28 -53 -184 -195 
Fraction of baseline 1.00 0.92 0.84 0.45 0.41 
T/ET 0.66 0.70 0.69 0.31 0.33 
Average Water Table 
Depth (m) 
4.27 4.79 5.72 4.95 5.98 
Decline (m) 0.00 0.52 1.45 0.68 1.71 
Soil Water Content (mm) 320 294 260 283 246 
Anomaly (mm) 0 -26 -60 -37 -74 
Fraction of baseline 1.00 0.92 0.81 0.88 0.77 
Total Runoff (mm/yr) 200 119 76 102 58 
Anomaly (mm/yr) 0 -81 -124 -98 -142 
Fraction of baseline 1.00 0.60 0.38 0.51 0.29 
 









Domain average annual ET 
(mm/yr) 
438 403 480 415 
Expected ET for linearity 444 410 493 434 
Deviation from linearity -1% -2% -3% -4% 
Domain average water table 
depth (m) 
4.79 5.72 4.95 5.98 
Expected WTD for linearity 4.82 5.77 4.97 6.35 
Domain average soil water 
content (mm) 
294 260 283 246 
Expected SWC for linearity 294 260 282 239 
Deviation from linearity 0% 0% 0% 3% 
Domain average runoff (mm/yr) 119 76 102 58 
Expected runoff for linearity 114 68 94 44 
Deviation from linearity 5% 12% 8% 32% 
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Figure 3.8 on page 28 and Figure 3.9 on page 30 suggest that the linearity also 
holds over time. The anomalies for the hot and dry case are close to the sums of the 
anomalies for the hot case and the dry case. The anomalies for the worst case are close 
to the sums of the crop anomalies and the hot and dry two-factor anomalies. The 
exception is during January, February and March of the hot and dry run, where soil 
moisture is higher than in the dry run. Since these are winter months, a possible 
explanation is that higher temperatures cause more precipitation to melt and infiltrate 
instead of falling as snow. However, this nonlinearity is small and limited to a few 
months of the year; most effects are linear over time.   
Although ET and soil moisture have a linear response over time, and at the scale 
of the full domain, the linearity does not hold true at small scales. To verify this scaling, 
note that values can be predicted for each cell that would occur in a linear combination 
of single factor runs. The prediction is formed by adding the effects of individual runs to 
the baseline raster, just as in Table 3.3 on page 26 for the whole domain. Finding the 
percentage difference between the prediction and the model results reveals the 
departure from linearity as a spatial map (Figure 3.11 on page 32). In both runs, soil 
moisture anomalies are larger than expected and water tables decline more than 
expected, while ET anomalies are smaller than expected and runoff anomalies are 
variable. These trends imply that the domain does not have enough available water to 
supply the entire potential increase in ET. Anomalies in the worst-case run followed the 













Figure 3.10: Spatial anomalies in the multi-factor runs resemble those in the dry run. 
 
This nonlinear behavior becomes less important at larger scales, as was 
described in the previous section. Table 3.3 on page 26 shows that the average effect of 
a multi-factor run can be predicted from the single-factor runs at the scale of annual 
averages and the whole domain. However, this average effect is almost meaningless at 
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the opposite extreme, the scale of one farm that might form a pixel or two of the model, 
as shown in Figure 3.11 on page 32. Figure 3.12 on page 33 bridges between Table 3.3 
on page 26 and Figure 3.11 on page 33 by examining nonlinearity at a variety of scales. 
Nonlinear effects may matter for pixels, HUC-8 basins, and up to HUC-6 basins.	
These findings suggest complex representation at small scales may be 
unnecessary to predict large scale behavior. Perhaps running a series of statistical tests 
across single column realizations would suffice to describe large scale impacts of a 
drought. However, this is not the case because large scale impacts are formed from the 
aggregate of small-scale impacts in which the response of one cell depends not only on 
processes within that cell but also on its neighbors. 
Impacts of drought and their spatial structure depend on lateral flow within the 
model. Figure 3.13 on page 36 compares ET anomalies in the first year of the multi-
factor run for both the typical case and free draining case. The typical configuration with 
lateral flow processes showed much more spatial structure than in the free draining 
model, including much lower anomalies along stream channels so that the stream 
network is visible in many parts of the typical case. This structure occurs because water 
along the stream network supports a small number of cells to remain energy limited and 
supply the increased evaporation demand. These cells are energy limited because they 
receive water from elsewhere in the model, not because of particular properties of the 
individual cell. Since the free draining case does not include a stream network, neither 
lateral groundwater flow nor overland flow is available to support the soil water content 
of these cells. This reduces the total available ET and soil moisture. 
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Figure 3.12: Nonlinearity was most pronounced at small scales. 
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Thus, impacts of drought are very different without lateral groundwater flow. The 
typical configuration showed a positive ET anomaly in response to the land cover 
change, while the free draining configuration showed a negative ET anomaly. In both 
cases, transpiration ends when crops are removed. However, in the typical 
configuration, ground evaporation increases enough to overcompensate for the 
decrease in transpiration and produce an overall increase in ET. In the free draining 
configuration, it does not. To explain the difference in behavior, Figure 3.14 on page 36 
shows that both soil moisture and ET were lower in the free draining configuration. 
Because of this lack of moisture and because no cell could be supplied with water from 
a neighboring cell or stream, the possible increase of ground evaporation was less in 
the free draining configuration and the overall change in ET was a decrease instead of 
an increase.    
Overall, this section established that when multiple factors change together, their 
effects may be more or less than the sums of individual effects. This nonlinearity is more 
important at small scales and disappears when results are averaged across the entire 
domain. Linear behavior was observed at a domain-averaged spatial scale for both 
annual and daily temporal scales. Although this suggests that large-scale behavior may 
be predictable, a correct representation of the impacts of any variable depends on 
including streamflow and lateral groundwater flow processes within the model, because 








Figure 3.14: In the free draining configuration, soil moisture and ET are lower. 
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CHAPTER 4  
CONCLUSIONS 
This study explored impacts of drought-related drivers and relevant mechanisms  
through a series of numerical experiments using a ParFlow-CLM model. The simulation 
is based on the Dustbowl drought of the 1930s and involved single-factor runs with 
individual changes in temperature, precipitation and land cover, followed by multi-factor 
runs that combined these changes as would occur in a real-world scenario.  
The first study goal was to determine which driver caused the largest impacts. 
Analysis of single-factor runs in section 3.1 showed that lowered precipitation causes 
more severe effects than increased temperature, within ranges of variation typical of 
major droughts.  
The second goal was to identify mechanisms that are important to these impacts. 
All impacts are ultimately due to forcing changes, but section 3.2 showed that moisture 
limitations and scale also influenced responses and produced more complex behavior. 
Soil types and land cover had minimal effect. 
The third goal was to explain the effects of multiple factors in real-world drought 
scenarios. The complex behavior described above produced nonlinear impacts at small 
scales, but became much more predictable at large scales. However, although large-
scale behavior appears simple, including complex small-scale processes such as lateral 
flow between cells was crucial to representing the large-scale responses.   
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Future studies could build on the work shown here by incorporating more detail 
Including surface water management such as dams or irrigation diversions would make 
streamflow more representative of a present-day water year on the High Plains where 
streams are heavily managed. Inclusion of irrigation and groundwater pumping would 
allow study of human impacts to groundwater and surface energy balance. Further 
updates to the available geologic datasets would allow the model’s existing detailed 
representation of subsurface processes to be based on better-supported parameters. 
Results of this study relate to future sustainability challenges on the High Plains. 
As climate change advances, temperature will almost certainly increase and 
precipitation may decrease. This study shows that changes in precipitation are more 
worrying than changes in temperature, within the ranges examined. However, in any 
case climate change puts the area at increased risk for severe droughts like the 
Dustbowl. So far, groundwater has been a major buffer and source of resilience for the 
region against droughts; but it is becoming depleted. People managing the region under 
future droughts may not have this resource. That means it will be critical to understand 
that when regional drought is occurring, local impacts may be many times smaller or 
larger. This matters because the most severe and costly impacts may occur in such 
small scale, nonlinear responses. While the exact location and size of these small scale 
anomalies is not predictable with a model like the present, their general existence is. 
Even without specific predictions, plans for responding to regional drought will be more 





This appendix presents information about the revision of the geologic layer in 
section 1, and about the comparison between the model and observations in section 2. 	
A.1 Updates to the Geologic Layer 
While most inputs were drawn from Condon and Maxwell 2016, the geologic 
layer of that study contained features that were geologically less realistic at the scale of 
the High Plains. Thus, the geology of the base layer was updated for this project using 
local data. These updates produced a representation of storage in the model that was 
more consistent with the geologic data of the area.  
Several features in the Condon and Maxwell (2016) hydrogeology (Figure A1) are 
unrealistic at the scale of the High Plains. These features include large sections of 
bedrock classified as “crystalline” or “carbonate” instead of siliciclastic aquifers (thus 
having reduced porosity); abrupt nonphysical transitions occurring at state lines; a 
Rocky Mountain block that is almost homogeneous; and bands of low conductivity 
following some river channels. These features occurred because the Condon and 
Maxwell (2016) hydrogeologic units were derived from global and national datasets in a 
complicated assembly process. The process started with permeability values published 
by Gleeson et al (2011). The Gleeson study began with a large scale geologic map 
assembled by Jansen et al (2010), and consolidated geologic units such as “sandstone” 
or “siltstone” into hydrolithologic units such as “crystalline” or “coarse grained siliciclastic 
sedimentary.” Gleeson et al then assigned permeabilities to these units. Subsequently, 
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the permeabilities were provided to Condon and Maxwell who recreated the 
hydrogeologic map and then re-classified the units with e-folding (Fan et al 2007). The 
algorithm applied (Maxwell and Condon 2016b) recategorized cells based on slope. 
Cells with steeper slopes were assigned to less conductive lithologies, and every cell 
moved by at least one category. The state line artifacts were present in the original 
geologic maps; the incorrect lithologies, homogeneous Rocky Mountain block, and 
artifacts along streams were results of e-folding reclassification. 
The geologic layer for the present model avoided these artifacts by returning to 
the source maps of Jansen et al (2010) retrieved from the US Geological Survey (USGS 
2005). These mapped units were consolidated into Gleeson’s hydrolithologies using 
GIS. E-folding was not applied. A second USGS map of conductivity across the High 
Plains aquifer (USGS 1998) was used to improve the state line artifacts. Conductivity 
values below 200 ft/day were assigned to the “fine-grained unconsolidated” category; 
and conductivity values above that cutoff were classed as “coarse grained 
unconsolidated”. The cutoff was chosen to assign areas near streams to  “coarse 
grained unconsolidated”, which is geologically plausible. The revised map had fewer 
discontinuities across state lines, retained geological contacts within the Rocky 
Mountains, showed fewer artifacts along streams, and kept lithologies closer to the 
original geologic mapping for a better representation of porosity. The revised layer is 
shown in Figure A.1 on page 40. 
These revisions produced meaningful changes to storage as shown in Figure A.2 
on page 42. Compared to Maxwell and Condon (2016), storage was 0.1 to 0.5 m lower 
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across much of the domain. In the mountain areas, storage increased up to 5 m. These 
changes occurred because revising hydrolithologies set porosity and specific storage to 
values more appropriate for the geological units actually mapped in those locations. 
Storage is an important part of the annual water budget and improved storage-related 
parameters can make the overall water cycle more accurate, so the geological revision 
was useful to a more representative model.  
 
Figure A.1: Geology at continental scale (a) was locally revised (b). 
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Figure A.2: Changing the geologic layer impacted the model storage results.  
	
A.2 Model Comparison to Observations 
Outputs from the baseline run were compared with USGS observations of 
streamflow and water table levels, and with point measurements from three mini-
weather-stations installed on agricultural fields. In common with most models, the study 
does not match observations perfectly, and some of the differences are large. This 
result is not surprising considering that the study is uncalibrated. However, checking for 
systematic differences is still useful because such differences provide evidence to weigh 
the reliability of model predictions and suggest areas for improvement in future studies. 
Although model outputs may differ from specific measurements, high-level model results 
remain useful. 
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Modeled water table levels were much shallower than observations. Water table 
validation considered 4427 USGS observations across the High Plains for 1980 and 
predevelopment. Simulated water tables were compared at the cells located nearest to 
the USGS observations. Figure A.3 shows that in general, the simulated water table 
levels at these points are much shallower and have a smaller spread than observations. 
Although Maxwell and Condon 2016 found that the CONUS model as a whole was 
representative of predevelopment conditions in the United States, this regional study 
shows large anomalies whether USGS measurements from 1980 (the closest available 
to the simulated year of 1985) or predevelopment levels are considered.  
	
Figure A.3: The modeled water table is shallower than observations. 
 
Stream flow is larger and has different timing in the model than in observations. 
Modeled flows were compared to USGS stream gages for water year 1984 at the outlets 
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of the 37 HUC-6 basins within the domain. This differs slightly from the procedure in the 
Maxwell and Condon comparison, which used all available streamgages. Employing 
one outlet gage per basin avoided emphasizing the areas that happened to have more 
streamgages by giving each basin the same representation and focusing on basin-wide 
effects. Using the same metrics as Maxwell and Condon (2016), hydrographs were 
characterized (Figure A4) using bias to show how well the model captured the total 
volume and Spearman’s correlation to show how well the overall shape of the curves 
match. Figure A.4 shows that most streams had poor shape and high bias. Only 8% of 
the basins showed both good shape and low bias.  
	
Figure A.4: Shape and volume of model streamflow differs from USGS observations.  
 
There are several reasons that may account for these differences. One cause for 
shallow water tables may be that the transmissivity of the subsurface is too low. 
Increasing transmissivity would involve either setting the lower boundary even deeper 
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than 102 m or increasing the conductivity values. Water management and the shallow 
water tables may cause differences in total volume and timing of streamflow. No water 
management (dams, irrigation, pumping or diversions) is included at any point in the 
model, which represents a predevelopment state of the basins. The shallow water 
tables could cause extra water to flow to streams as baseflow.  
Representation of crops in the model may not agree with estimates during fall 
months, but the disagreement is not likely to affect conclusions of the study. Three mini-
weather station pairs were installed on farms within the model area. One station of each 
pair was located on a cultivated field, and a second station was located on a nearby 
grassland area. Evapotranspiration at each station was estimated using the Penman-
Monteith relation with measurements of temperature, wind speed and relative humidity, 
together with radiation estimates. One station found no difference in ET between 
cropland and grassland. The other two found that cropland had slightly lower ET than 
grassland. All measurements were collected after harvest, between July and December, 
when the fields were stubble or bare soil. In contrast, comparing neighboring model 
cells over the same time period with grassland or cropland mosaic (Figure 2.3 on page 
10) showed that evaporation from cropland mosaic was higher than evaporation from 
grassland. 
Although differences between measurements and model output were found in 
water tables, streamflow and representation of crop processes, these differences can be 
explained and are unlikely to cause serious structural errors in the results. For example, 
if the water table were at the surface of the model everywhere, then the domain would 
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behave as one large wetland; this discrepancy would be serious and would change the 
conclusions of the study. However, the average depth is around 5 m, and several 
previous studies (Condon and Maxwell 2016, Maxwell and Kollet 2008) suggest that the 
water table becomes disconnected from land surface processes below about 7-10 m, 
and is most important above 2 m. Therefore, although the water table is more shallow 
than observed values, it most likely has only a small effect on land surface processes 
over most of the domain. Streamflow differs from observed values mostly because 
management processes are not represented, implying that results are closer to a 
predevelopment simulation than to historical water year 1984. The differences seen in 
ET between crops and grassland during the fall serve as a reminder that CLM is a 
general land surface model, not specific to vegetation or agricultural processes. For this 
reason, specific conclusions about impacts to agriculture are more difficult than in 
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